
AQUINAS AND THE FIVE WAYS 

I 

Do the well-known Hfive ways" in the Summa of Theology 
represent satisfactorily the attitude of Thomas Aquinas towards the 
demonstration of God's existence? 1 There are reasons for doubt. In 
their mode of expression, the ttfive ways" are puzzling. They are of 
conflicting historical provenance. They do not make clear whether 
they are more than one or just one proof, whether they are entirely 
metaphysical in character, or whether they need to be prolonged or 
completed to reach the Christian God.2 Nowhere else in Aquinas is 

1. 51, I. 2, 3, c. The impression that the five ways are the only ones 
recognized by Aquinas. and that all other variations have to be reduced 
in one wa y or another to their forms, stems from the N eoscholastic manuals. 
~lore than twenty.five years ago this attitude was characterized as ula 

fidelite opiniatre des milieux thomistes a la formule des quinque viae" by 
Fernand Van Steenberghen, HLe probleme philosophique de rexistence de 
Dieu:' Rev'Ie philoJophiq"e de LOt/vain, 45 (1947), 5. It was accentuated 
when a ""riter who had a new proof of his own to advance felt compelled 
to designate it as a Hsixth way:' e.g., Josef Gredt, Elementa philoJophiae 
ariJtoleiico-tholnisticae, 7th ed. (Freiburg i. Breisgau: Herder, 1937). Vol. 
II, pp. 199-201 (nos. 790-92); and Jacques Maritain. Approaches to God, 
trans. Peter O'Reilly (New York: Harper & Row, 1954). pp. 72-83. How
ever, a comprehensive investigation of Aquinas's writings brings to light a 
number of other ways" or arguments. These are grouped under elevenH 

headings by Jules A. Baisnee, ((St. Thomas Aquinas's Proofs of the Existence 
of God Presented in their Chronological Order," in Philosophical Slt/dieJ in 
flonor of the J7ery Reverend 19natilts S"lithj O. P.7 ed. John K. Ryan (West.. 
minster, Md.: Ne\\'man Press, 1952), pp. 63·64, listing frequency of occur· 
renee. Accordingly "other independent proofs which he offers elsewhere" are 
........... \JJ:;. ••• ,,,.u in Aquinas by Anthony Kenny, l'he Five If'ttys (London: Rout
ledge & Kegan Paul, 1969) p. 1, and other recent writers. Thirteen "proofs"1 

expressly rejected by Aquinas are listed by Robert Leet Patterson, The Con.. 
cep/ion of God in the Philosophy of AqllinaJ (london: George Allen &. 

lTnv;in t 1933), pp. 21-39. 
2. See discussion on (~The Enigma of the Five Ways," in Edward A. 

Sillem, IVd)'J of Thinking aboltt God: Thomas Aqtlinas and S01ne Recent 
Problems (London: Darton, Longn1an & Todd, 1961), pp. 55-78. On the 
notion of one proof though expressed in five different ways, see Michel 
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fivefold arrangement used. Even the fivefold grouping in the 
chronologically close Summa against the Gentiles differs signifi
cantly.a The early commentary on the Sentences groups three u ways," 
all attributed to the pseudo..Areopagite 4 but accepted by Aquinas as 
leading to God from creatures.5 The commentary also offers the 
Neoplatonic argument from observed plurality to a primal One.8 

Elsewhere other groupings and other arguments are used.7 

On the other hand, a single and differently worded demonstration 
from the accidental character of observed existence was presented 
in the early treatise 011 Being and Essence, and was used repeatedly 
in the commentary on the Sentences. 8 Yet in the late 

Guerard des Lauders, La preuve de Dieu et leJ cinq voieJ (Rome: Universita 
Lateranense, 1966). For the opposite view, namely that the five cannot be 
reduced to a single proof, cf. HL'une ne peut etre ramenee a une autre, ni 
les cinq i une preuve unique qui les contiendrait toutes," louis Charlier, 'tLes 
cinq voies de saint Thomas," in L'exiJtence de Diell, ed. Ie college dominicain 
de theologie a La Sart~-Huy (Tournai: Casterman, 1961), p. 189. 

3. SCG, I, 13. Chronologically, the usually accepted view places the ver.. 
sion in the SCG about seven years ahead of that in ST. The later 
suggested for the SCG would oot place it that many years after the ST. 
the present state of the question, see Anton C. Pegis, lttThe Sep arated Soul 
and its Nature in St. Thomas," n. 35, to be published in St. Thomas Aqrtinas 
1274-1974: Commemorative St"dieJ, ed. Armand A. Maurer (Toronto: 
Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1974). This article adds new sup
port for the earlier dating of the SCG from developolent of the Thomistic 
doctdne on the souL 

4. Aquinas, In I Sent. 7 d. 3, div. lae partis textus; ed. Mandonnet, I, 88. 
Cf. Pseudo-Dionysius, On the Divine Names, VII, 3; PG, 3, 872. In Pseudo
Dionysius the statement is brief, namely that we know God uin the removal 
and the exceeding of all things, and in the cause of all." 

5. In I Sent., d. 3, q. 1, a. 3, Solut.; 1, 96. Here modi is used for the 
viae described in the div. lae partis texttlJ (supra, n. 4). There also, modus 
was used interchangeably for via. 

6. In I Sent., d. 2, q. 1, a. 1, Solut.; 1, 60-61. Cf. infra, n. 36. 

7. See In II Sent., d. 1, q. t, a. 1, Solut. (2, 12-13); De Pot., III, 5-6; 
and others listed in Baisnee, pp. 62-63. A discussion of the four modi (in 
the same sense as viae) of the Prologue to On the Gospel of St. 
be found in Cornelio Fabro, HSviluppo, sil?nificato e valore della 'IV 
Doctor Commllnis, 1-2 (1954), 79-82. 

8. On Being and E1Jel1Ce, IV, 6·7; trans. Armand Maurer, 2d ed. 
(Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1968), pp. ~5-57. In I 
Sent., d.. 2, q. I, a. I, Contra (I, 59..60; cf. second Praeterea, p .. 60): In II 

Richard
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Tbeology only the argument from motion, the first of the 'tfive 
\vays," is found. 9 The '\vays," in fact, seem open to easy synthesis,lO 

Sent., d. 1, q. 1, a. 1, Solut. (2,12·13). In the latter text it is attributed to 
Avicenna. The argument is used a number of times in the commentary on 
the Sentel1ces to show that God alone is existence while all other things are 
cOfl1posed of their nature and of the existence they acquire from hin1, again 
'\vith occasional attribution of the argument in some way to Avicenna. The 
consequences from the arguments for God's existence in later works show 
clearly enough that Aquinas is placing them in this existential framework, 
e.g. in SCG, I, 22; ST, I,l 44, I. c; C01np. Theol., XI. In this framework, to 
show that existence is a real nature is exactly the same demonstration as 
the proof for the existence of God. Hence the reasoning in On Being and 
EJJence can conclude without further ado Hand this is the first cause, or 
God" (no. 7; p. 57). The reasoning in ST, I, 3, 4, c, remains the same as in 
On Being and E.uence. See also texts infra, nn. 20-21. 

F. Van Steenberghen" uie probleme de rexistence de Dieu dans Ie tScrip
tum super Sententiis' de saint Thomas," in Stttdia Mediaevalia in honorem 
•. , Rayn11111di jo.rephi Afartin, ed. B. L. Van Helmond (Bruges: De T'empel, 

, Pl'. 331-49, in reaction to the ttfetichisme des qllinqlle viae" (p. 331, 
n.	 1) and seeking to integrate the V\rays into the entire synthesis of Aquinas 

332), reduces the proofs in the commentary on the SentenceJ to two (p, 
The first, the '\vay of causality, is assigned its inspiration in Saints 

Paul, Ambrose, and Augustine, and is regarded by him as heralding the first 
three 'ways of the Summa of Theology. The second is called Neoplatonic in 
character, inspired by Pseudo~Dionysius and Augustine, and heralds the 
fourth \yay of the S"mma. This assessment of Van Steenberghen does not 
take into account the possibility that what is common to all the Thomistic 
'ways is the new and profoundly original thought of Aquinas, by reason of 
~'hich the critique of the Anseltnian argument (tsemble etre Ie fruit de son 

Verardo no. 4, and It. no. 21. Despite e'arlier 
on	 doctrinal comparisons, the evidence still seems to indicate 
at Paris or Naples, 1269·1273. On this question see the forth~ 

of	 James A. \V'eisheipl. Friar T hamas d'Aquino: 1-1is 
and WOLks (New York: Doubleday & Co., 1974), Chap. 8, no. 

the flexibility 'with which the fivefold arrangement was regarded at 
Paris in the years irnmediately before and after the death of Aquinas, see 
Williarn Dunphy. HThe QlIinqfle lTiae and Some Parisian Professors of 
Philosophy,H to be published in 51. Thomas Aquinas 1274~1974 (supra, n. 
3). 

10. E.g., the "third wayu takes over a demonstration from the second: 
HIt is not possible. ho'w'ever, to go on to infinity in necessary things that have 
a cause of their necessity, just as it is not possible in efficient causes, as 
has been proven" (trans. Eugene Freeman & Joseph Owens, The Wisdom 
and IdeaJ oj Saint ThonldJ Aquinas [New York: Fawcett World Library, 
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as well as to the suggestion that they do not really express Aquinas's 
O";n thought.II 

There is room, then, for an inquiry into the relation of Aquinas 
himself to the "five ways" of the Summa of Theolog)l, quite apart 
from the question of their validity or nonvalidity as purely philo
sophical arguments. 

II 

First, there can be no doubt whatever that in the Summa of 
ology Aquinas's Own attitude towards the five ways is entirely 

positive. In answer to the formally placed question "Does God 
exist?" the sole and unequivocal answer given is: "That God exists 
can be proven in .five ways" (ST', I, 2, 3, c). 1]1ere is no hesitation 
or qualification of any kind. The answer to the question is affirma
tive, and the sole justification offered for the affirmative answer 

the five ways of demonstration that follow. The five ways 
are accordingly regarded as suflicient for the demonstration in the 
context of Aquinas's own thought, for the Summa of Theology has 
to be viewed as a "personal" work and in no way a commentary on 
somebody else's text. Moreover, the conclusions of the five ways are 
the basis for the cogent positive theology about the attributes and 
I"\oerations of God that follows. According to all criteria, the reason
Ing here is that of Aquinas himself. The starting points of the rea

faJIs into the franJework of the first and 
ltt p. 80, can find that 

St. Tohn_ Prol. 
t 

is a 
, 0/' Cf. Van 

of ways found in the coolIncntary on the Sen~ 
cite synthesizing and interchange of parts would 

that the five assembly lines come from the same common design. On 
llem-which goes back to Ca jetan-of reaching a unique conclusion 

are regarded as five different proofs, see Eric Lionel Mascall, 
Longmans, Green and Co., 1949)t pp. 70. 

abo"t God, pp. 29-30; Van Steenberghen, 
trans. Theodore Crowley CSt. Louis: Herder~ 1966), p. 159. 

11. t~ ••• the Five \'Vays , ... do not seem to me to express the real nature 
of St. Thomas's own thought" (MascalJ, Exi-rtence and Analogy, p. 176). 
Cf.: "They seem to be the result of a personal reflection by St. Thomas on 
the historical sources at his disposal; he gathered together what he con
sidered best in tradition" (Van Steenberghen, Hidden God, p. 148). 
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JVJ.1l1l6' namely the conclusions of the ways, are in consequence 
accepted br hinl as adequately demonstrated by these arguments. 

All this is true and incontrovertible. Yet the suspicion arises that 
one side of the question. In the Stt1nrna against the 

enough in time to the Sum11za Theology, four of 
these same five ways are presented as ttarguments by which 
philosophers and Catholic teachers have proved that God exists." 12 

1"he \vay by means of contingency, which is omitted in the grouping 
in the SlIlnlna against the Gentiles, is given two chapters later in 
lane:uaj!e that indicates the Latin Avicenna. Elsewhere (De Pot., 

is explicitly attributed to Avicenna by Aquinas. It refers to 
for the proof that an infinite in efficient causes is 

impossible, and in general shows an easily recognizable Aristotelian 
background, even though its terminolo(?V and immediate formulation 
arc Arabian in cllaracter.13 

All the five ways of the of Theology, then, are found 
introduced, in "'orks that preceded this Stlrnnla, as arguments evolved 

other thinkers .. They are not presented as Aquinas·s own formula
tions. This conclusion is fully as solid as the one drawn above about 
the personal acceptance on the part of Aquinas of the reasoning 
contained in those five 1\1oreover, there is not the least hint 
of any inCOITIpatibility in this twofold attitude. In the S1t112"Za 

GentileJ, just as in the of Theology, Aquinas proceertc 

usc the conclusions the ways to work out his own positive 
The is exactly the same '\\,rhether the ways are 
as other thinkers or sinlply as the five ways by 

which the existence of may proved. The external or internal 
provenance of the \\'ays seeIns a matter of indifference as far as the 

at issue for Aquinas are concerned .. 
This n1eans, clearly enough, that the five ways have to be re

garded both as the arguments Aquinas himself and as the argu
ments of other thinkers. As in the case of motion and rest in Plato's 

(249CD), both sides of the question have to be accepted 
to save the phenomena. To see in the five ways the reasoning 

other philosophers or theologians, then, is not automatically to 

12. sec, It 13, init.; trans. Anton C. in On the Trllth of the 
Catholic Faith (New York: Doubleday & 1955), I, 85. For texts giving 
the historical sources of the t~five ways," see Rene Arnou. De quinque viis 
sancti Thomae (Rome: Gregorian University, 

13. On these Questions about the third way, see infra. n.. 25. 
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deny them the character of Aquinas's own u.J.vUj5.lU .. 

that is raised by this situation becomes difficult.. 
that did not prove the existence of God be 

identical with those 

stems from Aristotle, with whom it reached a 
movements.14 Aquinas that the Aris

reasoning presupposed eternal cosmic motion and required 
souls in the heavenly bodies.16 Yet without these tenets, acknowl.. 

as essential for Aristotle, he finds the ar.R"ument much 
stronger! 16 What has happened? 

The nerve of the argument in both thinkers is that potentiality 
is actualized only by something already in actuality. For Aristotle, 
to be achHlli.,.pr! meant to acquire form. For Aquinas, it meant to be 

since for him existence is the actuality of 
For Aquinas, consequently, tile conclusion 

14. For discussion of these points, see Jean Paulus, HLa theorie du pre
mier moteur chez Adstote," ReVile de philosophie. 33 (1933), 259-94 and 
394-424; and my article wIhe Reality of the Aristotelian Separate Movers." 
Review MetaphyJicJ, 3 (1950), 319-37. 

15. See I, 13, Praedictos. Cf. HFrom this reasoning, then. it IS 

evident that here Aristotle firmly thought and believed that motion must be 
eternal and also otherwise he v.'ould not have based his plan of in.. 
vesth!atinf! immaterial substances on this conviction" (Commentary on the 

of At'iJtotJe, XII, 5, Cathala no. 2496; trans. John P. Rowan 
Henry Regnery, 1961], II, 

16. uFor, if the world and nlotion have a oeglonlng, some cause11[:)[ 

must clearly be posited to account for this origin of the \\farld and of mo~ 
tion. That which comes to be anew nlust take its froo1 some innovat
ing cause; since nothing brings itself from potency to act, or from non-being 
to being. ... if the prinle mover is not held to be self-moved, then it must 
be moved immediately by something absolutely uno1oved" (SeC, I, 13. 30.. 
32; trans. Pegis). These observations show explicitly how the notion of a 
"cause" that brings into being is involved in Aquinas's under
ctt1nrl!lnll' of the argunlent from motion, how easily the argument from 
efficient causality surfaces in the reasoning. 

17. ST, I, 3, 4, c. Cf.: ttNow no form is understood to be in 
act unless it be Supposed to have being. ... Wherefore it is clear that being 
as we understand it here is the actuality of all acts, and therefore the per
fection of all perfections" (De Pot., VII, 2, ad 9m; Dominican 
lI~However. the actuality which the verb 'is' principally signifies is the 

of every	 form commonly, \vhether substantial or accidental" (In I Pe,j.. 
led. ,. Leonine no. 22; trans.. Jean T. Oesterle). See also Comp. 

Thtol., It 11 (no. 21). 
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reached by the argument can be located only in the unique subsistent 
existence that is recognized at once as the God seen in the patristic 
interpretation of tel am ,vha am" (Exodus, 3: 14) and described as ;, 
the uunlimited and undetermined ocean of being." 18 The argument, 
then, remained the same in structure and procedure when used by 
Aristotle to reach a multiplicity of celestial souls and finite separate 
substances, and \\'hen used by Aquinas to prove the existence of the 
unique and infinite God. But the respective assessments of actuality 
cause radical difference in the result of the demonstration. r 

No incompatibility could be felt in this double bookkeeping at an 
epoch in which each thinker used Aristotelian texts freely to sup
port his o,vn individual thinking. As Aristotle clid in regard to his 
predecessors, the medievals believed they were stating clearly the 
same notions that the Greeks could express only imperfectly. True, 
Aquinas nowhere writes that he is proceeding in this manner. He 
regards the Hfive ways" definitely both as the arguments of other 
thinkers and as reasoning to which he himself unhesitatingly ad
heres. The historian is left with the task of explaining llow the same 
argument can reach a radically different result in Aquinas from that 
of its source. 

One historical fact that may be dOQlmented, however, is that 
Aquinas can regularly see in the acquiring of existence the pro.. 
bative force of the arguments of other thinkers, even though they 
themselves make no mention of the reception of existence. He finds 
three \\1ays (called both 1)iae and 1nodi) in Pseudo-Dionysius (On 
the Divine Ntt111es, VII, 3; PG, 3, 871), and in all three sees the 
operative reason in the reception of existence: "And the reason for 
this is, that the existence of a creature is from another. Hence in 
this manner we are led to the cause from whicll it comes." 19 In 
accordance with that norm he goes on to interpret the ways of know
ing God that had been collected by Peter Lombard from Ambrose 
and Augustine. The same metllod of interpretation may be noted in 

18. Gregory Nazianzenus, Orat., XXXVIII, 7; PG, 36. 317B; John 
Damascene, De Fid. Orlh., I, 9; PC, 94, 836B. 

19. .nEt ratio hujus est, quia esse creaturae est ab aItero. Uncle secundum 
hoc ducimur in causam a qua est" (In 1 Sent., d. 3, div. lae partis textus; 1, 
88). Cf. Peter Lombard text, d. Ill, in the same ~fandonnet edition of 
Aquinas's comn1entary, I, 80-81, for the sources also in Ambrose and Augus· 
tine.. 

a work of the middle period: It••• philosophers as Plato, Aristotle 
and tIleie disciples, attained to the study of universal being: and 
hence they alone posited a universal cause of things, from which 
all others came into being, as Augustine states." 2() Likewise one 
reads in the late period: and these were the Platonists..tt. • • . . .. 
Since therefore all things that exist participate being. and are beings 

way of participation, there must be at the peak of all things some-
that is being by its essence, that is, its essence must be its 

being; and this is God.••." 21 These texts indicate sufficiently that 
Aquinas regularly sees in certain arguments of the philosophers and 
theologians the procedure that he himself formulates in the commen.. 

on the Sentences and in 011 Being and E-rsence.22 His framework 

20. De Pot., III,s, c; DOlninican trans. On the equating, in Aquinas's 
Own thought, of pure actuality with subsistent being, cf.: HNow there is a. 
being that is its o~vn being: and this follows from the fact that there nnls~ 
needs be a being that is pure act and wherein there is no composition'i

). 
21. \\..• et isti fucrunt Platonid.... Cum ergo omnia quae sunt, par. 

esse, et sint per participationenl entia, necesse est esse aliquid in 
cacumine omnium rerum, quo sit ipsum esse per sualll essentiam, idest quod 
Sua essentia sit Suum esse: et hoc est Deus ...." (In Ev. S. Joannis, Prol.; 
ed. Vives, 19, 670b). 

22. See texts cited supra, n. 8. It has been traditionall y argued that the 
procedure in each of the' "five ways" is to establish first an existent nature, 
such as a primary movent or a first efficient cause, and only later CST, I, 3, 
4, c) reason that this essence is identical with its existence. The theological 

in which God is already accepted on faith as the source of revela
places the questions in direct reference to the divine essence: UBut 

about the divine essence, the first consideration is whether God exists; the 
second, how he exists, or rather how he does not exist H (ST, I, 2, init.). 
This direction towards the negative indicates clearly enough that even in 
the theological procedure the reasoning is in point of fact (rorn the existence, 
which here is not other than the essence. The existence reached is not this 
or that. To interpret the procedure otherwise, not only gives rise to the 
tern of identifying five different conclusions v/ith each other (see supra, n. 
10), but falls into an even more serious difficulty. It means arguing from 
nature to existence, from the '·what" to the His," a procedure rejected 

in his critique of the Anselmian argun1ent. In the present case 
nature has already been shown to exist. To go on from there in an attempt 
to show that it is existence, would mean that existence necessarily appears 
in what is first known as a nature. But that is the ontological argument. 
Aquinas's procedure first reaches existence that is not actuating anything 
else, and then shows that here the existence itself is the nature that subsists.. 
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is that the existence grasped in sensible things through judgment 
is not a constituent of the thing's nature but comes to the thing 
from something else and ultimately from subsistent being. He can 
accordingly regard these arguments as the demonstrations formed 
by other thinkers and at the same time, from his own and different 
viewpoint, as valid ways of proving God's existence. 

The 0renness of the Aristotelian procedure from motion-as 
taken over in the first way in the SUlnma of Theology-to this two-
fold interpretation is quite apparent. Sensible motion can be regarded 
as the acquiring of a new accident or as the acquiring of new 
being. Both are occurring for Aquinas in the process of movement. 
Both result concomitantly from the action of the efficient cause: 
"Further, to this genus of cause is reduced everything that makes 
... ~ ....~I ... ;rtO' to be in any manner whatsoever, not only as regards sub... 

but also as regards accidental being, which occurs in 
motion." 23 Approached only from the viewpoint of 

the ne\\' accident, as in Aristotle, the argulnent leads to a plurality 
of finite movements. Regarded from the standpoint of the new ex
istence that keeps actuating potentiality in the thing being moved, 
as '\vith Aquinas, the demonstration results in nothing less than the 
unique Christian God. 

The ttsecond way" in the Sun2111d of Theology is explicitly based 
on efficient causality. A thing cannot be its own efficient cause, for 

that case it ~'ould exist before itself.24 Here as elsewhere with 

23. 111 vI" IHetaph., lect. 2, no. 770; trans. Rowan. On the 
articles "Aquinas and the Proof from the PhysicJ," ltfediaeval 
(1966), 119-50; UActuality in the (Prima Via' of St. Thomas," ibid., 29 
( 19(7), 26-46; and t'The Starting Point of the Prima Via/' Franciscan S tttd· 
iel. 5 (1967), 2·49-81. l~here is not the least question here of any '·nonsensi· 
cal vie\,-' that when you ha've explained a particular motion at a particular 
time you have to explain also the occurrence of that motion" (Anthony 

The Fit-Ie IVays, p. 11, n. 1). The motion, like anything other than 
God, has both its nature and its existence, each requiring its own explana
tion. T'he motion itself is known through conceptualization and is explained 
through concepts. The existence is known through judgment and is explained 
through agents. Inference on the basis of the nature leads to a finite movent 
or movents, reasoning from the existence leads to subsistent being. 

2,1. u ••• sic esset prius seipso, quod est impossibileu 
(ST~ I, 2, 3, c). 

Existence, as the primary and basic actuality of the thing, has to precede 
the thing itself from the viewpoint of actuality, even though the thing as 
a potentiality formally determines the existence. While the '~first way" en.. 

Aquinas, the operative notion in efficient causality is the bestowal 
of existence. A thing whose nature is not existence has to acquire 
existence from SOl11ething else and ultimately from a cause that is ex... 
istence. In this form the argument is obviously not Aristotelian, 
though it is attributed expressly to the Stagirite in the Stl1nma 

(I, 13, Procedit). The argument is found by Aquinas
 
in the second book of Aristotle's Metaphysics (II, 994aS-7; 18-19).
 
There efficient causality is explained only in terms of motion, and
 

requirement of a Ufirst cause" for any series of causes is estab

lished. The argument is not directed by Aristotle towards proving
 

existence of God. Yet read with Aquinas's concept of efficient
 
cause as the bestower of existence, that is exactly what it does prove.
 

The "third way" starts from the observable fact that some things
 
come into being and perish. Their existence is accordingly contin

gent, dependent upon something that exists necessarily, and uIti...
 

caused by sOlnething that has no cause for its own necessity. 
For the proof that a gradated series of necessary beings must have 
a first cause, it refers to the corresponding proof in the second 
The starting point of the argument is easily found in Aristotle. 

visages the movement of things already in existence, such as the stone and 
the cane and the hand, the Hsecond \vayU focuses on the acquisition of 
existence by the substances themselves. But both "ways" proceed in line of 
efficient causality. The overlapping of the two "ways" is noted by Kenny, 
The Pit'e Ways. pp. 35~36. The first and quite traditional explanation he 

differs from mine inasmuch as he views the first way as starting from 
effect, the second from the agent. Yet for Aquinas all the valid ways 

have to start from the effects, the sensible things: HBut having seen sensible 
gs, we arrive at God only by the procedure according to which these 

things are caused and everything caused comes from some agent cause" 
(Aquinas, 111 I Sent., d.. 3, q. 1, a. 2, Solut.; I. 94). (Here the argument 
from efficient causality is explicitly attributed to Avicenna.) 

25. See II. I-Iolstein, HL'origine aristotelicienne de la 'tertia via' de saint 
Thomas,'· ReVile philosophiqlte de LotJvain, 48 (1950), 354-70; and, on the 
Arabian background, my article 'Cause of Necessity' in Aquinas' TertiaH 

F'ia," ilJediaeval StlldieJ, 33 (1971), 21-45. The literature on the ··third 
is extensive, and in recent years has tended to predominate over the 

attention given the other four ways, apparently because its terminology is 
more adapted to bring it into line with the cosmological argument. However, 
e\'en the structure of the "third way" is patently different frorn that of the 
cosmolOl!ical argument. Nor is its basis Uthe thought that in the fullness of 

combination of things 'will turn up" (Wallace I. Matson, 
of God [Ithaca: Cornell Universitv Press, 19651.. p. 168). 
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The further development is attributed to Avicenna and is extended 
to meet the plurality of necessary beings as found in Averroes. 
Arabian background is outlined in a work of Aquinas that may be 
dated after the Summa agai11St the Gentiles and shortly before the 
first part of the Summa of Theology, namely On Power of 

3). This indicates sufficiently that the argument in the "third
 
is looked upon as a proof given by other thinkers, quite as
 

the other four ways were designated in the earlier Summa agaimt
 
Gentiles (I, 13. init.). Yet in both these preceding works the
 

operative force of the argument is seen in the acquiring of existence
 
f rom a cause. The version expressly attributed to Avicenna states the
 
contingency of things in the regular Thomistic observation that their
 
existence is over and above (praeter) their essence: t~Because seeing
 

is something besides the essence of a created thin!!. the 
a ..... ~very nature a creature considered in itself has 

being" (De Pot., V, 3, c; Dominican trans.). Similar., 
the Gentiles states: ttBut what can be has 

since it is equally related to two contraries, namely, being and non
being, it must be owing to some cause that being accrues to it" (I, 
15. Arnplius; trans. Pegis). Overtly, Aquinas in the "third 
way" is taking 

in this 

an argument that he attributes to Avicenna 

LVIHlllj;:,\,.U",

and is 
reading it in his own existential framework as outlined in 

EJJel1C€. 

Rather, for Aquinas the basis is that all existent cannot be 
since as contingent they do not account for their o\vn existence. The 

is the accidental character of their existence, quite as in On 
11ain1onides is not acknowledged as a source, and there are reasonS 

any substantial influence of ~laimonides's reasoning on 
context~see L. Chanlbat, "La (tertia via' dans saint Thomas 

et Aristotc," Ret/tie thorniJte, 32 (1927), 334·35. For the contingency argu
n1ent as l~the one basic argunlent featuring in the Five Ways in 
as many different guises," see Miller. "The Contingency Argument," 

The ,'f011iJ t, 54 (1970), 360. The objections to the 
by D. F. Scheltens, "Contingency and the Proof for the Existence of 

... .,....

act of the rnind, 

~ 1rterly, 12 (1972), 577~79, do not come to 
that existence is known by a nonconceptual 

nalnely by judgment. What is grasped through judgment 
lies outside all that is known through conceptualization. This is sufficient to 
account for as Aquinas views it, and to validate the concept for 
hirn, even though a real distinction bet\vcen a thing and its being is a con· 
clusion drawn after the existence of God has been demonstrated. 

The argument from the grades of being, which constitutes the 
Ufourth way" in the Sunzma of 1;heoJogy, is described in the other 

as ((gathered from the words of Aristotle" (5CG, I, 13, 
Potest; trans. Pegis) in the second and fourth books of the Meta

In neither place in Aristotle is there question of proving 
in the sense of the unique Christian Deity, 

but rather of a plurality of principles that ttthemselves are the cause 
existence of God, 

the being of other things" (Metaph., II, 1,993b30; Oxford 
trans. ). Yet Aquinas reads the argument as leading to a single being, 
namely ttsomething that is for all existents tile cause of existence 
and goodness and perfection whatsoever." This is exactly 
follows when graded existence is regarded as an actuality partici

subjects other than itself, as in On Being Essence and 
passages in the commentary on the Sentences. 

Ufifth way'" is taken f ronl "the directing of things" to an 
end. The argument is attributed to John Damascene, and in some 
manner to AverrOeS.27 1"'he starting point is particular) not universal: 
Ucertain things lacking knowledge, namely bodies on the level of 
nature, act on account of a goal.'" The conclusion is: ttThere is, 
an intelligent something by which all things of nature are directed 
to their goaL This we call God." The argument is hardly the one 

nwnerous 

26. II 1)993b23~31; IV 4t lOOSb31-1009a3.. Aristotle's clearer formulation 
of the argument in his lost work On Philosophy based the argument on the 
grades of goodness. 1'his was not available to Aquinas when writing the 
SIIIJ1nla 0/ Theology, even though he includes transcendental goodness in the 
argument. It became known in Latin only after the translation of Siulplicius·s 
COJnOlentary on De Caelo by William of 110erbcke in 1271. It regarded the 

as taken frorn the second book of Plato's Repttblic. For the fragment, 
see W. D. Ross, The Works 0/ AriJtotle, VoL 12, pp. 87-88. In Aquinas, 
however, the participation is not of Platonic forms, but of existence and its 

:anscendental properties. On the existential character of the argument in 
.d.Quinas.. see Cornelio Fabro, (ell fondamento metafisico della IV via,1t DocJo,. 

18 (1965)t 49-70. 

SCG, I, 13, Ad hoc. In the works of Aquinas this argument 
frequency of alIt occurring ten different times-see 

Proofs of the Existence of God," p. 63. In the Prologue to 0 n 
of St. John it is caJIed a ··most efficacious way," and is located in 

·'the whole course of nature" (ed. Vives), 19, 669-70. Unlike the argument 
from design, this argument does not call on any analogy with mechanisrns, 
but proceeds directly to seek out the cause of the behavior observed in the 
activities of natural things. 
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from design that has been made notorious by Kant and Paley. The 
presence of design in the universe is not the operative feature. It is 
rather the directing according to design, for this directing has to 
come ultimately from an immobile and self-necessary principle. In 
reply to the objection that agents less than God could ultimately 
account for the directing, Aquinas answers: "But all things mobile 
and capable of failing have to be accounted for by a first principle 
that is immobile and that is necessary by reason of its own nature, 
as has been shown" (ST, I, 2, 3, ad 2m). The cogency of the argu
ment is accordingly seen by Aquinas in the manner in which it falls 
into the framework of the first and third "ways," which in turn is 
that of On Being and Essence and the conunentary on the Sentences. 
In Damascene, on the other hand, the force of the argument lay in 
the requirement of an omnipotent power to hold together the jarring 
components of the universe and perpetually keep them from dis
solution, while in A\'erroes the argument was insinuated by the 
metaphysician's need for the principle of finality to prove God's 

28
solicitude for the things of tllis world.

The "five ways," consequently, are arguments taken from other 
thinkers but understood by Aquinas in the framework of his own 
metaphysics of existence. The pattern is clear-cut. Existence is not 
contained \vitJlin the natures of sensible things, it comes to them from 
an efficient cause, and ultimately from subsistent existence. Ways of 
embodying this demonstration are seen in traditionally accepted 
arguments. One way is seen in the Aristotelian argument from mo
tion. 1'here the actuality is different from the observed potentiality. 
It comes from something already actual in that regard, and ulti
mately from something that is actuality without potentiality. Where 
actuating takes place through existence, this way can lead only to 
subsistent existence. Similarly, where the being of sensible things 
is found caused, contingent, or participated, as in the second, third 
and fourth ways, it has to come from uncaused, self-necessary, and 
subsistent being. Finally, where things are found directed towards 
an end, the directing, if mobile and contingent in its existence, 
requires ultimately an absolutely immobile self-necessary principle, 
already located in subsistent existence. All five ways are probative 
for Aquinas, because all five can be understood as starting from ob

28. Damascene, De Fid. Orth., It 3; PC, 94. 795D. Averroes, In 11 
t. 75 (Venice: apud Juntas, 1562). fo1. 7'5v2. 

served sensible things in Wllich existence is other than nature, and 
as proceeding to existence identified with nature, which is the Judea.. 
Christian God as named in Exodus.. 

III 

This understanding of the ufive ways" can be tested by examin
ing the arguments expressly rejected by Aquinas and those not in
cluded in his writings, as well as those not listed in the Sum Ina 
Theology but accepted by him elsewhere as valid. If those not ac
cepted are suell that they do not fit into the existential framework 
of On Being and ESJence, while those accepted in other places do 
function in that framework, the criterion for a valid proof will 
appear quite convincingly to be its capability of being understood 
as the procedure from the accidental existence of sensible things to 
the subsistent existence of God. 

The most notorious instance is the rejection by Aquinas of the 
Anselmian argument. 29 Its starting point is the notion of something 
than which nothing greater can be thought. It would be acceptable 
to Aquinas only if the real existence of the object concerned ,,'ere 
already contained in the starting point. As this is not granted, the 
argument is rejected as invalid. The reason back of the rejection 
seems to be that perfection known merely by concepts, even if ex
panded to the infinite, wi 11 never contain existence, since existence 
is grasped originally by judgment and not by conceptualization. The 
argument patently cannot fit into the framework of On Being 
Essence, for it is not explaining accidentally possessed existence 
through subsistent existence. 

Also rejected is the argument that the existence of God is known 
through some likeness of him or some transcendental notion nat
urally implanted in human cognition. The reason for the rejection 

29. On the history and the philosophical background of the Anselmian 
argument in the Middle Ages, see Anton C. Pegis, ttSt. Anselm and the 
Argument of the tproslogion: n Afediaeval Slt/dieJ, 28 (1966), 22R-67; ttThe 
Bonaventurean Way to God:' ibid,. 29 (1967), 206-t12; t~Towards a New 

to God: Henry of Ghent," ibid., 30 (1968), 226-47; 31 (1969), 93
33 (1971), 158-79; nFour Medieval Ways to God," The AfoniJt, 54 

317-58. The well-known Hcoloring" of the argument by Duns 
Scotus, Ord., I, 2, 1, 1-2, nos. 137-39 (ed. Vaticana, 2, 208.16-211.1), makes 
it accord with Scotus's own proof from God's possibility to his existence. 
For Aquinas's rejection of the argument, see ST, I, 2, 1. ad 2m. 
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is that the likeness does not make one aware of "God as he is in 
his o\vn nature," 30 and that a general notion does not show the 
existence of a designated particular (ST I, 2, 1, ad 1m). This is 
applied explicitly to the transcendental notions of truth and good
ness that are present in every mind. Likewise the argument fronl 
divine illumination, namely that God as the intelligible light in 
which all things are understood should be immediately known just 
as the corporeal light is seen along with sensible things, is set aside 
on the ground that all human knowledge comes naturally from sen
sibly perceptible things.31 These arguments are classed as ones meant 
to make the existence of God self-evident to men. Aquinas regards 
them as inferring the existence of a personal God from a likeness 
or general notion. But they do not proceed by taking the existence 
of the image or the notion as something accidental and then by 
reasoning to subsistent existence. They could not do this without 
abandoning the quasi-immediate way of inferring God·s existence. 
In consequence this way of arguing cannot be made to fit into the 
existential framework developed in On Being a11d Essence and in 
the commentary on the Sentences. 

The present-day argument from religious experience would seem 
to come under this type of inference. lIere the phenomena are finite 
manifestations. They are not to be identified with the infinite divine 
existence. They require some sort of inference if they are to attest 
the existence of a personal God. But the starting point is the nature 
of the phenomena, not tlleir accidental existence.32 

Another argument not used by Aquinas is the inference from the 
alleged c:;:ommon consent of mankind.s3 This procedure could not by 

30. In 1 S!'nt., d. 3, q. 1, a.. 2, ad 1m; 1, 94. Cf. SeG, It 11, Ad quartam; 
ST, I, 2, 1, ad 3m. 

31. In 1 Sent., d. 3, q. 1, a. 2, ad 2m; 1, 94·95. SCG, I, 11, Ad quintam. 

32. Given the difference behveen the nature of God and the nature of 
human cognitive activity, as known philosophically, it is hard to see how on 
the philosophical level any immediate experience of God could be possible: 
'~If God does appear in hutnan experience, in so doing he can neither violate 
his o";n being nor the cha racteristic operation of the consciousness of his 
hurnan host'· (Charles E. ~leyert The TOltch of God [Staten Island, N.Y.: 
Alba House, 1972], p. 9 t). ~1ystical and supernatural manifestations lie 
beyond the range of philosophy. On the variations of the argument, see 
Ronald W. Hepburn, s.v. HReligious Experience," in The Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy, 

33. Paul Edwards, s.v. HCommon Consent Arguments for the Existence 
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any stretch of interpretation be brought under the reasoning from 
accidentally possessed existence to subsistent existence. Further, the 
moral argument, made prominent by Kant and used so powerfuHy 
by Newman, infers from one's consciousness of responsibility the 
God before whom One is responsibJe.34 It is obviously not able to 
be read in the existential framework of On Being and .....".1", ..... ,.' .......
 

Finally, the argument from design, in which the existence of God is 
inferred on the analogy of the universe with a mechanism, remains 
in the area of natures~as the designed mecllanism of a watch re
quires a watchmaker, so the designed nature of the universe requires 

3tl an inteUigent cause. The procedure is not from purposive actual
ization to subsistent existence. Consequently the argument cannot be 
brought under the existential interpretation of Aquinas. It is not the 
"fifth way," in which the analogy does not appear and where the 
example of the archer shooting the arrow is an instance of guiding 
that requires an immobile and self-necessary principle for its ulti
mate explanation. 

On the other hand, there are arguments for the existence of God 
taken from preceding thinkers and recognized as valid by 
even though they arc not listed under the "five ways" of the .mmfltu 

of Theology. There is the Neoplatonic argument accredited to Pseudo
Dionysius and accepted by Aquinas as a demonstration. 1l6 It argues 
from cosmic multiplicity to a unique first principle, God. Since 
for Aquinas is a transcendental property of being, this argument 

of God," in The Encyclopedia of Philosophy. 2,l54b, notes that there is "no 
fllll-I"n<T~h study in any language of the different forms of the Common 

rgument." Basically it is an argument from authority, rather thanPhllosoohical ,.:L01Y\nnr.........:~_
 

34. For an appreciation of the moral argument, see John. Henry Wal.
 
grave, "La preuve de I'existence de Dieu par la conscience morale et l'expcri.
 
cnce des valeurs," in L'exiJtence de Diell (see supra, n. 2), pp. 109-32. On
 
its forms, see Ronald W. Hepburn, s.v. "Moral Arguments," in The En.
 
cyclopedia of PhiloJophy. 

35. For the use of this argument by Aristotle, see fragments in Ross, The 
WorkJ of Aristotle, Vol. 12, pp. 85 .... ,. 

36. In I Sent., d. 2, q. 1, a. I, Solut.; 1, 60·61. De Pot., III, 5, c; 6, c. 
In the latter work the argument is attributed to Plato, but is explained in 
terms of existence. Likewise in the article of the commentary on the Sen. 
ttnee!, Contra, pp. 59·60, the argument is developed in terms of entity and 
existence. Clearly, it is understood by Aquinas not in the original Platonic 
sense of participa tion by way 0 f form al causality, but as p articipation 0 f 
existence by way of efficient causality. 
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is readily understood in terms of being. Being implies unity, so 
multiplied being means that being is participated by things other 
than itself. With the difference established in this manner between 
things and their being, the argument can easily be read in the meta
physical framework of all Being and Essence. Similarly, along with 
proofs from goodness and beauty, the Augustinian argument from 
truth is acceptable if understood in the sense that the limited truth 
knowable to man requires a primary and unlimited truth.aT This 
regards truth as a transcendental property of being, and allows the 
argument to fit into the framework in which participated being 
grounds cogent reasoning to subsistent being. 

The character of the arguments accepted by Aquinas and that of 
the ones rejected or unused by him, point alike to the same conclu
sion. Argunlcnts taken from other thinkers are regarded as valid if 
they can be understood in the framework that starts with acciden
tally possessed existence and reasons to subsistent existence. Argu
ments that cannot be read in that way are not looked upon as valid. 
The reason, moreoyer, emerges clearly enough from the overall 
n1etaphysical tenets of Aquinas. For him the nature of God is ex
istence, and the characteristic effect of God in creatures is existence.38 

37. t~For every truth that our intellect can grasp is limited, since accord.. 
ing to Augustine (everything that is known is limited by the comprehension 
of the kno\ver'; and if it is limited, it is determinate and particularized. 
Therefore the first and highest truth. which surpasses all understanding, has 
to be incomprehensible and unlimited; and this is God" (On the Gospel of 
St. John, Prologue; [Vives J, 19, 670b). See Aug.• De Civ. Dei, XII, 19. 
Fabro, t~Svilurpo/' p. 82, regards this way as a Hlieta novita" in Aquinas. 
carrying expressly the signature ()f Augustine. But that is no objection to its 
being read by Aquinas, just as in the case of the other ways, in his own un

being and its transcendental properties. The same procedure 
in regard to the transcendental property of goodness rna y be seen in De 
Pot., III, 6, C', ~There the objective was to show that Hall things must be 
traced to one first principle which is good" (Dominican trans.). A like argu.. 
ment in terms of beauty is given, In I Sent., d. 3, div. lae partis textus, 
Quarta sumitur; 1, 89. 

38. Accordingly for Aquinas there is no problem ,tvhatever in seeing that 
the result of the demonstration is the God of Judeo·Christian belief, the 
creator of heaven and earth, and whose first name is being. Hence he can 
terrrlinate the proof in all its forms unhesitatingly with the words t·and this 
,ve call God." His procedure does not at all encounter Pascal's inability to 
see in the metaphysical conclusion the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, 
an attitude still widely prevalent, e.g.: Hthat we can lhow that such a being 
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Existence is consequently the one philosophical path from immedi
ately known things to God, at least by way of cogent reasoning. 
Other arguments may vividly suggest the existence of God, press it 
home eloquently to human consideration, and for most people pro
vide much greater spiritual and religious aid than difficult metaphysi
cal demonstration. But on the philosophical level these arguments 
are open to rebuttal and refutation, for they are not philosophically 
cogent. Remaining On the side of the nature of any observable ob
ject or event, one reaches cogently no further than a finite nature 
or agent. Only from the starting point of its existence, which is not 
a nature in the finite tIling, does the human mind encounter with 
Aquinas a path for cogent reasoning to existence as a nature, that 
is, to the existence of God. 

IV 

Does this conclusion mean, then, that for Aquinas every cogent 
philosophical argument for the existence of God has to be meta
physical in character? The answer to this question, quite obviously, 
will depend On the acceptation given the term "metaphysical" in the 
context. If "metaphysical" is to llave the same connotation as "onto
logical" here, then the demonstration of Aquinas is definitely not 
the type of argument that hears this connotation when one is speak-

of arguments for the existence of God. The ontological argu

ment does not proceed from what is grasped through judgment, but
 
only from what is known through conceptualization. TIle demon

stration of Aquinas, on the contrary, proceeds from the existence of
 
sensible things_ If "metaphysical" is meant to exclude sensibly ex

istent things from tIle starting point of Aquinas, then it does not
 

is God does not seem likely when it is God as conceived by religious be

lievers ( rather than metaph ysicians ) who is to be identiiied" (James F.
 
Ross, "On Proofs for the Existence of God," The Monist, 54 [1970],217).
 
Others consider the identification as "a species of idolatry" (Charles Harts

horne, "Present Prospects for Metaphysics," The Monist, 47 [1963], 190).
 
But given the metaphysical background of Aquinas, there is in
 
lion no trace of any "exaggeration," not even, as suggested recently, of a 
"pardonable one" (Thomas P. M. Solon, "Some Logical Issues in Aquinas' 
Third Way," Proceedings of the AmeriC4n Gttholic Philosophical Ass0 ria

46 [1972J, 82). Against that background subsistent existence, as reached 
from the actual existence of sensible things. appears at once as identical with 
the creative and provident God of the Christian creeds. 
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apply to his demonstration. All five ways in the Sum1na of Theology 
start from things existent in the physical world. 

If, on the other hand, the term ~tmetaphysical" may be under
stood as referring to what is beyond the nature of physical things, 
namely to their existence, the demonstration of Aquinas is genuinely 
nletaphysical. The first and tIle fifth ways, in regard to those who 
originally used the arguments, took their start on the plane of the 
philosophy of nature. But they both were open to interpretation on 
the plane of existence as the actuality towards which things were 
being lTIoved and directed. The other three ways, starting respec
tively from the acquisition, contingence and participation of being, 
lend themselves at once to metaphysical interpretation. Functioning 
on the plane of existence and not of nature, the five ways are ex
emplifications of the same metaphysical procedure from accidentally 
possessed existence to its ultimate source, subsistent existence.. They 
are not cosmological reasoning. 

v 
According to these considerations, each of the five ways expresses 

the original thinking of Aquinas, even though the arguments were 
taken from other sources in which they reach conclusions philosoph

different from his. In this double provenance of the thought 
lies the (tenigma" of the five ways. Despite fortTIulation from their 
historical origin, all five start in the S'Iln1J7a of Theology from ex· 
istents that possess being in accidental fashion, and proceed from 
there to existence that subsists. All function on the 't(existencc" side 
of the ((essence·existence" couplet. They are accordingly five dif
ferent ,vays of incorporating the one basic demonstration. 

But that demonstration may be embodied in a number of other 
\vays, and in arrangements of ways different from that of the 5ttmma 

1"he nnrnber or arrangement used on any given oeca
seenlS to have been a matter of convenienc~ for the moment.39 

39. Cf.: HThat there tt:as nothing systematic about this alignment of 
Fit'e If'r'(1)'J is clear from a study of the sources" (Van Steenherghen, flidden 
God, p. 147). Yet it has been claimed that though there is only one proof 
invoh'cd, the fIve ways are necessary expressions of it: HLeJ cinq voie.r soot 
simp1eo1ent les formes que prend necessairement la pretttJeH (Guerard des 
Lauriers, La preuve de Diell et les cinq vo;eJ, p. 6). The case, rather, is the 
opposite. The five different arguments found in preceding thinkers nece uarily 
take on the one existential cast when they are assumed into the metaphysical 
thinking of Aquinas. 
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There is consequently nothing sacrosanct about the number five or 
the particular arrangement in the Summa. That Summa may indeed 
represent the height of Aquinas's achievement. But the fact that in 
subsequent writings he drew up proofs for the existence of God 
without any concern for aligning them with the fivefold procedure 
shows sufficiently that he himself did not give the five ways a privi
leged position. He never writes as though he had established five 
ways and only five for the demonstration of God's existence. Rather, 
the arrangement of the ways is left free, remaining flexible and 
open to wide change as occasion happened to demand. 
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